PRIVACY POLICY AND USE OF COOKIES
Date of entry into force: 25th May 2018
This Website is owned and maintained by Villa Yambol SA.
This Privacy Policy and Use of Cookies ("Policy") describes the different types of cookies and other
technologies that may be used in connection with the websites and applications owned or controlled by
Villa Yambol SA and your rights arising from (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council
of 27th April 2016. This Policy also describes how you can manage cookies and other technologies.
Click one of the links below to go to a specific section of the content:
 Collecting and using other information from us
 Online and mobile ads; mobile apps
 Technology of different devices
 Management of Cookies and other technologies

COLLECTING AND USING OTHER INFORMATION FROM US
Like many other websites, our site uses Cookies and Other Technologies (such as pixel labels, web beacons,
clean GIF, email links, JavaScript, device IDs assigned by Google, or Apple, or similar technologies). Cookies
and Other Technologies allow us and third parties to receive information about your visits on the Site,
including an analysis of your visit patterns. We use this information to process your inquiries or orders and
provide online and mobile ads, messages and content about us and others which are in accordance with
your interests.
Cookies are small text files that are stored on your computer or on your mobile device ("device") when
you visit a website. Cookies themselves cannot be used to disclose your identity, although in some cases
we may bind cookies with personal data you have provided us or otherwise have received for you. Cookies
can be used on the Site to improve your experience. We will use cookies, for example, to:






remember your username and password for future visits in order for you to enter easier and faster;
remember your language and your other preferences;
ensure that you receive all requested information;
provide a safe and secure service;
we monitor your response to ads and website content and analysis apps and the number of times we
sent you the same ad;
 we measure how many people use the Site and how they do so in order to maintain its speed and
effectiveness; and
 we and others can provide you with communication and content that matches your interests and
location.
There are two kinds of cookies - permanent and temporary (session cookies). Below are the different types
of cookies that can be used on the site.

Session cookies are temporarily stored on your computer when you visit our Site but are deleted when
you close the page. These types of cookies are only stored temporarily during a session in your browser
and are deleted from your device when you close your browser. We use session cookies to maintain the
functionality of the Site and understand how you use it, such as which pages you visit, which links you use,
and how long you stay on each page.
Permanent cookies are stored as a file on your computer or mobile device for a longer period of time or
until you delete them. These cookie types are not deleted when you close the browser. Every time you
visit the Site, the server that set the cookie will recognize the permanent cookie on your device. We and
others use permanent cookies to store your preferences to be available on your next visit in order to have
a more accurate idea of how often you visit the Site, how often you return, how your use of the Site
changes over time, and the performance of ads.
Except for the cookies required for the operation of our site, we only store cookies on your device with
your consent. If you do not want to accept cookies, you can adjust your browser settings - for more
information about this, go to the end of this document.
Compulsory (necessary) cookies
They are necessary for the normal provision of our services. The compulsory cookies are necessary for the
operation of the site and allow you to navigate through it, as well as to use its services and functions.
Disabling these cookies may make the services and features unavailable. Without them, we will not be
able to recognize you and then you will not have access to our services. They help us to comply with our
Terms and Conditions and to maintain the security of our services. Often, compulsory cookies are
permanent. They are used to allow you to switch from one site to another without having to re-enter
information. The use of these cookies does not require your consent - it is implied by the very fact of using
our site.
Efficiency and functionality cookies
These cookies are not required to access and use the website, but allow us to personalize your online
experience while using our website. We use Functional Cookies to capture your site settings - such as those
for your language preferences. By doing so, we remember your preferences, so you do not have to enter
the information you have already provided, for example, when you enter your data to access our services.
We also collect information about how our users use our services so that we can improve our site and
services and conduct market research. We also use "Flash Cookies" for part of our animated content. If
you choose to delete these cookies, you may have limited functionality for our services.
Advertising cookies allow us and other advertisers to show you the most appropriate products, offers and
ads on the Site and on third-party sites, or through emails or other message platforms. For example, some
Ad Cookies help our service providers and other advertisers, when using the services, to select ads based
on your interests, including the interests you have demonstrated or implied by visiting our websites or
apps, or other web sites, online services and applications over time. Others prevent the same ad from
appearing permanently. These types of cookies also help us provide you with site content that suits your
interests and needs.
As mentioned below, some analytical cookies and other technologies are partly used to support the
advertising process.

 Ad cookies also include social network add-on cookies. Social add-on cookies are used to share content
from the site with social networking members such as but not limited to Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter,
YouTube, Google+, and Pinterest, as well as others. These cookies are usually set by the social network
provider to facilitate and simplify sharing.
 Analytical cookies collect information on how you use the Site and allow us to improve its performance.
These cookies provide us with aggregated information that we use to track Site performance, count
page visits, understand how users use the Site, and evaluate ad performance (including emails that we
have sent to you).
 Other technologies may be used for the same purposes as our cookies to allow us and third parties to
understand when you visit the Site and how you interact with emails or advertisements. Other
technologies can receive non-confidential data (such as your operating system, your browser version,
and the URL you are logged in from), or aggregate information, and be used to improve your work and
understand web traffic patterns.
Please note that to the extent that personal information is collected by cookies and other technology, the
privacy policy applies and supplements this policy. Note that we do not currently receive "don’t track"
alerts and others of this type.
ONLINE AND MOBILE ADVERTISING; MOBILE APPS
We and third parties are engaged in Internet-based advertising provided by vendors in order to receive
the ads and personalized content that we and other advertisers believe to be of interest to you. To the
extent that third parties use cookies and other technologies to perform these services, we do not control
the use of this technology or the resulting information on online, mobile or email ads, and we are not
responsible for the actions or policies of these third parties. Ads, emails, and other messages may be
delivered to you depending on your behaviour online or through a mobile device, search activity, your
geographic location, or other third-party information. Certain ads may appear on our sites, on third-party
websites, or on mobile platforms. You may also be able to see third-party ads on the Site or other websites
or sites, or in mobile apps, depending on your visits and activity on the Site or other sites, or in mobile
apps from us or third parties. We and some of our providers may use our own or third-party aggregated
or anonymised personal information, demographics, and other implied commercial interests to make our
ads easier for us to provide you. As noted in our Privacy Policy, in some cases we may combine other data
with personal information. If we combine any other information with personal information, we will apply
the provisions of the Privacy Policy as a complement to this Policy.
TECHNOLOGIES OF DIFFERENT DEVICES
We and our business partners use third parties to find out determinate or probable connections between
different devices (such as smartphones, tablets, and computers) to provide you with more relevant ads,
as well as for ads analysis and reporting purposes. This means that information about your website or app
use on your current device can be combined with information from other devices. We may also share this
information and other findings with third parties to enable them to target ads, personalize content, or
analyse behaviour. For example, this allows the ads you see on your tablet to be based on the activities
that you participate in on your smartphone.
These business partners can share and combine information from cookies with identifiers (such as IDs
assigned by Google or Apple) and IP addresses to create connections between connected devices. This
also enables a more personalized experience when using our services and applications.

To unsubscribe from our providers to connect to different devices, go to:
http://www.aboutadvertisements.info/choices and unsubscribe globally from any browser and device you
want. "Unsubscribe" means that the browser on the device you are unsubscribing will no longer receive
interest-based ads based on information gathered on the connected devices, that the devices connected
to it will no longer receive interest-based ads on the basis of information gathered from the unsubscribed
device, and that the provider will not transmit the data collected from the unsubscribed device to third
parties. If we continue to work with providers to connect different devices that have their own
“unsubscribe” option and for which the DAA “unsubscribe” option does not apply as described above, we
will link to their own “unsubscribe” options.
Third Party Cookies
We also use third-party cookies as part of our services. These cookies are managed by the respective sites
and are not controlled by us. We may also use some authorized third parties to place cookies during your
visits to our site for the purposes of the services they provide to us. Below are the third-party services we
use, some of which can be excluded using the general settings of that browser, and others need to visit
the relevant sites. They all use different cookies.
Google Analytics 360 и Google Analytics
A leading tool for collecting user behaviour information for the purposes of measuring our site. We
consider its use to be of legitimate interest. Detailed information about the cookies used as well as the
privacy policy can be found on the official sites of Google Analytics 360 и Google Analytics.
Facebook
The social network provides a number of additional services related to measuring site visitors' activities,
selecting, delivering and measuring ad performance on the web, personalizing users based on their
behaviour, for advertising purposes, and more. Information about cookies used by Facebook can be found
here: https://www.facebook.com/policies/cookies/ , and Facebook's privacy policy here:
https://www.facebook.com/about/basics.
Social media
Your access to social networks such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+, YouTube, Tweeter, and more requires
separate registration and acceptance of the general terms and conditions of these sites. We are not
responsible for protecting your privacy when accepting these terms and conditions. Please take a closer
look at the general terms and conditions of these sites.
Plugins
The site uses Social Plugins, which are software components that add additional capabilities to your
Internet browser, in accordance with their terms and registration.
MANAGEMENT OF COOKIES AND OTHER TECHNOLOGIES
If you want to remove or block cookies at any time from your device, you can update your browser settings
(see your browser's help menu to learn how to delete or block cookies). We are not responsible for the
settings of your browser. You can find good and easy instructions on how to manage cookies for different
types of web browsers at: www.allaboutcookies.org.

You can also find a helpful summary of how to manage Flash cookies at:
http://www.macromedia.com/support/documentation/en/flashplayer/help/settings_man ager07.html
Keep in mind that rejecting cookies may affect the ability to perform certain transactions on the site, as
well as our ability to recognize your browser every time you visit.
You can also manage and track cookies by installing browser extensions, such as Ghostery:
https://www.ghostery.com/products/
If you want to clear all the cookies left after your visits to websites, you can use any of the following
download links for programs that clear tracking cookies:
http://www.lavasoft.com/products/ad_aware_personal_security.php
http://www.spybot.info/en/download/index.html
You can learn more about our Internet-based advertising and unsubscribe from the use of cookies for your
interests compliant content or advertising of our suppliers and other advertisers by visiting
http://www.networkadvertising.org/managing/opt_out.asp and
http://www.aboutads.info/choices.
Your rights
If you have permitted the processing of your personal data by us, you have the following options at any
time:
 access to personal data and information related to its processing;
 deletion, modification or erasure of personal data in accordance with the Personal Data Protection Act
and Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016; These
options can be exercised by sending an e-mail to: privacy@villayambol.com or by sending a letter to
postal address: Yambol, Industrialen, 8604 Western Industrial Zone, Yambol, Villa Yambol SA.
Contacts for questions
If you have any questions about the way we process your personal data or related issues, please contact
us in one of the following ways: by sending an email to privacy@villayambol.com or by sending letter to
postal address: Yambol, Industrialen, 8604 Western Industrial Zone, Yambol, Villa Yambol SA.

